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Knowledge = Empowerment

It has been said that knowledge is power. Through understanding the limb loss and prosthetic process, you can be empowered to receive the most back from life. There is so much to know, and
so much to take advantage of. This brochure is not comprehensive, but will give you a snapshot
of what you need to know to overcome your limb loss successfully. For more in depth resources,
please check out the Amputee Coalition of America Website at www.amputee-coalition.org.

Your Rehab Team

You will not be going through this journey alone. There are many members of your rehabilitation team
that can help you in this significant transition.
• Your Physician - This can be your surgeon, a physiatrist, or your general practitioner).
• Your Prosthetist - This clinician will be with you every step of the way getting you back to life.
• Your Occupational Therapist - OT will get you back to your normal daily activities as much as possible.
• Many others - family, psychologists, case managers, and others all can play important roles.

Expectations
Limb loss is a trying and difficult experience. Do not let anyone try to convince you otherwise, however,
it is one that can be overcome and can still yield a happy and fulfilling life. The first step in this is understanding what to expect, and to align your goals and ambitions with that. Goals are extremely important. You will have a prosthetist to go through this journey with you. They will be there every step of the
way, and will help you set realistic goals that are tailored to your situation and background. Here is what
you can expect:
All amputation levels: for upper limb amputations, the prosthesis is not a replacement for the limb that
you lost. It is simply a tool that you can utilize to accomplish tasks that are otherwise difficult to do without it. It can be an extremely effective and helpful tool, but this is very important to understand. These
difficult tasks that need some extra help could be functional, or they could be psychosocial.
There is a tradeoff in upper limb prosthetics that is important to understand. Cosmesis, or how good
and realistic a prosthesis looks, and function often come at the expense of the other. It is possible to
have a prosthesis that looks almost exactly like the lost limb, however this is typically very expensive,
and has very specific function. More robotic looking devices can have much more general use, and are
utilized all day long in a variety of situations.

You typically do not have any sense of touch in these devices, so everything is typically done in conjunction with you looking at the object that you
are manipulating, rather than being able to feel where it is, or how hard you
are squeezing.
It is very important that your prosthetist is competent in working with upper
limb amputees, so that they can know the options available, and be able to
do a thorough enough evaluation to determine what goals can and should
be met with prosthetic intervention.
Partial hand amputation
Whether you have lost one full finger, or all of your fingers, this amputation
level often surprises people in how much we use each and every one of
our digits. You will experience pain after the amputation, but this will subside. It may flare up a little in cold weather, but nothing unbearable. You will
still have a lot of function, and will need to consult with your prosthetist as
to whether a prosthesis is necessary, or in what instances it may be helpful.

Below elbow amputation (Transradial) – Your device can give you back a lot of function both with grasping
functions and manipulation ability. You can achieve good control and comfort from this amputation level.
There is typically a good acceptance rate.
Above elbow amputation (Transhumeral) – These devices are a little more limited in the function that they
can return, but can still be integral in helping you lead a fulfilling and happy life. Many patients do really well
with this amputation level. The learning curve will be higher to use the device, but if you are motivated, this
can quickly be overcome.
Higher amputation levels (Shoulder disarticulation, interscapulothorasic) – This amputation level can be
easy to comfortably fit, but very difficult to learn. These prostheses act as a grasping and holding tool. It
can be most compared to a mobile vice to hold things while the other hand manipulates them. The prosthesis can be extremely beneficial to some, and almost useless to others. You need to speak with your
prosthetist in depth about this level of amputation to make sure that it will be a benefit.

Therapy
The key to rehabilitation and meeting your full potential is good Occupational and Emotional therapy. The
transition after limb loss is traumatic to the mind as you lose what is a very integral part of you. Some
individuals cope with this very well on their own, and some can really benefit from professional help guiding them through the psychological rehabilitation process. Please seek a therapist to speak with if you feel
that speaking with someone might help you through this transition into the next chapter in your life.
Just as critical as the prosthesis, is occupational therapy. Please find a therapist that has some experience
with prosthetic care. If you cannot find one, please consult with your prosthetist in finding or training one.
You should have therapy before and after receiving your prosthesis. Before the prosthesis, therapy should
work on stretching, strengthening, and desensitizing the amputated limb. After you have received the
prosthesis, therapy is critical in growing strength and teaching you how to utilize the device to its greatest
potential. They also will instill good habits and prevent bad ones.

Insurance
Unfortunately, due to the amount of labor, unique parts, method of insurance reimbursement,
and high regulation, prostheses can be very expensive. They can range from on average from
$2,000-$95,000 depending on the level of technology and the amputation level. It is critical to
understand what your insurance will pay for, and what your responsibility will be for the initial
prosthesis, as well as for consumable products that you may need to replace regularly. It is
also important to understand what limitations on technology there are, how often you can receive a prosthesis, and what exceptions there are for that. Your prosthetist can work with you
to work through any questions you might have.

Prosthetic Stages & Timeline
Each surgeon has unique protocols that give them the best outcome, but here are general stages at timelines:
At, or soon after surgery: Compression therapy begins. This is usually ace bandage, or a compressive sock that is applied. In some cases, this is postponed until after stitches are removed.
About 3-5 weeks after surgery: This is typically when sutures are removed. Compression therapy is started or continued. A minimum of two weeks is typically required to shape the limb in
order to prepare for the prosthetic process.
About 5-7 weeks after surgery: The insurance process is started and the patient is cast for their
prosthesis.
About 6-10 weeks after surgery: You are fit with a prototype prosthesis to check for comfort and
function. You may utilize this temporary device for a little while to makes sure everything is perfect. If everything looks good, you can have the final device in about a week or so. This timeline
ranges more due to the waiting process to get authorization from your insurance company.
These timelines are very general and can be much less, or much more if other complications
arise.

The Prosthesis
The prosthesis consists of a opening that you put the residual limb into, called
the socket. There is also a component that grasps or manipulates objects on
the end of the prosthesis. This is called a terminal device (TD). This can be a
hand, a hook, or an activity specific device like a toothbrush holder. Depending
on your amputation level, you also have a wrist component allowing certain
motions, a prosthetic elbow, and a prosthetic shoulder. The device is made out
of state-of-the-art lightweight materials, such as carbon fiber and titanium. It will
feel very heavy at first, because you have been living for several weeks with no
weight on your limb.
There are three main methods for controlling the prosthesis. The first is passive
manipulation by your other hand or by other objects. This means that you position the hand by pushing on a counter, or by putting it in the position you want
with your other hand. The second is body powered control. This uses shoulder
and back motions, such as bringing your shoulder up, to control the hand/
hook and elbow. These motions must be learned, but can become very quick
and precise. The third is external power. This means that there is an electric
motor that moves the device, and the movements are controlled by electronic
inputs.
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These electrical inputs are typically read from the muscles that still lie
in your residual limb. This means that when you think about opening
your hand, the hand will open. This method is becoming very popular due to the amount of function that technology is allowing, and its
ability to look cosmetic as well. Unfortunately, this is very expensive,
and not covered by all insurances.
The prosthesis is held on to your limb through many different methods. There are three often used methods for suspending the prosthesis on the limb. One is to suspend it off of your existing anatomy, such as the bulbous parts of the bones in the elbow. Another
method is to use a silicone sock (or liner) with a pin or string on the
end. This liner is rolled onto your limb. The pin on the end of the liner
engages and is held in place in the socket. This holds the prosthesis
on the limb until a button is pushed to release the pin. The third most
often used suspension method is to create a seal between the limb
and the device and to use suction or vacuum to hold the limb on.
This works much like a suction cup. If it is done properly, it is very
secure and very comfortable.

Tips & Tricks for the Transition
Educate yourself: There are many blogs and forums out there where individuals just like you
have been through this process and are more than willing to share.
Set goals: This is not something that you can coast through and reach your full potential. Set
goals, and work at them. As impossible as it might seem, see this is a challenge for you to
overcome.
Create a support group: Surround yourself with positive individuals, and confide in them your
successes and failures. Let them support you and take this journey with you. Also have someone there to help you do tasks that, at first, may be difficult. If you can not get anything done
due to your new limitation, it can be very depressing and frustrating.
Have patience: You are doing an amazing thing, and all amazing things take time and are not
easy, but you can get through this!

Important Resources
Amputee Coalition of America - http://www.amputee-coalition.org
		
Largest amputee network in the US. A great resource for answers and contacts.
Amplitude Media - https://www.amplitude-media.com
		
Free monthly magazine that contains helpful information and is geared towards 		
		amputees.
Challenged Athlete Foundation - http://www.challengedathletes.org
		
Great resource for active and young amputees. Information and links on how to be
		
involved in athletics as an amputee.
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